FetaLink

Monitoring your patient’s pregnancy

Go-live: May 9 – 12
FetaLink is a fetal surveillance and documentation system that will replace OB TraceVue.

This is different from the OB TraceVue system, as OB TraceVue has only been utilized for surveillance. All entries, interventions, etc, that relate to the fetal monitor tracing will now be posted electronically on the strip as well as in iNet.
FetaLink can only be accessed from the FetaLink icon, **NOT** from i-Extend

FetaLink is a separate application from i-Extend, but does send data into i-Extend for review

Physicians have view and print-only access to FetaLink
It is recommended that physicians access FetaLink through the FetaLink icon on the desktop or in the Cerner applications folder.

If you want to go back and forth from FetaLink to PowerChart, you must keep both applications open.

There will be a separate icon on the desktop for FetaLink.

All information in FetaLink flows into PowerChart.
How to access FetaLink

- Double-click on the FetaLink icon on the desktop  OR
- Single-click on the FetaLink icon from the i-Extend applications window
Remote access to FetaLink

- You can remote into FetaLink via dr.adventhealth.com
- Once you are logged in, you will see the FetaLink icon
- Double-click on the icon to get into FetaLink
All 7 OB locations can be accessed from the census view
You can access your patient’s data from here without signing in
Or you can sign in using the button at the top
If the monitor is turned off for any reason, it will not show up on the census

- Monitors will be configured to match the room number. So, if the P2DA hasn't been completed, you will still be able to see the strip with just the room number displayed (as today).

- Until the provider signs in, only the initials of the patient display on the census list
- Once signed in, all patients names and other demographic data will display
Icons in FetaLink

- **P2DA** – this icon is used by the nurse to associate the patient to the monitor
- **PowerChart** – click on this icon to access PowerChart
- **Charting Mode** – used by nursing only
- **Sign in** – allows the provider to see all patient information
- **Mute Alarm** – silences alarms until the user changes it or closes out of FetaLink
- **Census** – shows the census of the campus you chose
- **Locations** – the view where you see the actual fetal monitoring strip
- **Archive** – can search for archived data on any patient
- **Alerts** – where you can choose to silence alerts or set up alerts; used mostly by Nurses
To see the fetal monitoring strip, click in the box on the far left, then click "View" at the bottom OR

Click in the box on the far left and then click "Locations" at the top
Single Patient View

SYSTEMTESTINGII, MOMM  DOB: 5/15/75  MRN: 4046465  FIN: 1457486
Room: OILC

Graph showing vital signs with values for BP 119/79, SpO2 100%, and US1 146 bpm.
Extended View

- Extended view allows you to see historical data along with the current data.
Annotations Summary view allows you to see all annotations made on this patient since the start of fetal monitoring.
Archive vs. Patient Archive

- Archive button allows you to search for archived data for any patient
- Archive is current and finalized data
- Patient Archive button only allows you to see archived data on this patient
If you attempt to access the Archive view without signing in, you will see a warning box.
Click on the Archive button

Click on the Patient Search button

Enter the search data (MRN is best)

Click Search

Click on the Pt name

Click select
When you click on the PowerChart icon, you will get a box asking you to login.
- Enter your OPID and Password
- PowerChart opens and you can search for your patient
The OB View mPage (short for Millenium Page) in PowerChart is a summary of information regarding that patient’s pregnancy.

You access the OB View I mPage through the Menu in PowerChart.

You can view FetaLink information from the OB View mPage.
### OB View 1 mPage

**Results Timeline - to OB Communication**

- **EDD Maintenance**
  - Status: EDD
  - EGA: 37 1/7 Weeks
  - Method: Last Menstrual Period
  - Authoritative: 01/24/11

**Pregnancy History**
- G1P1(1,1,0,2)

**Problems**
- (1)

**Medications**
- Scheduled: (0)
- Continuous: (0)
- PRN: (1)
  - Ibuprofen oral tablet: 200 mg PO q8hr
- Administered: (0)
- Suspended: (0)
- Discontinued: (0)

**Home Medications**
- multivitamin, prenatal (Prenatal 1 Plus 1 oral tablet) 1 tab, PO, 1 day, 30 tab

**Labs**
- No results found

**Microbiology**

**Fetal Monitoring**
- Initial: 01/05/11 12:30
- Complete: 01/05/11 14:37
- Fetal EGA: 0 weeks 0 days
- Reason for Monitoring: Labor
- 01/05/11 10:15
- 01/05/11 10:27
- 01/05/11 10:13
- 01/05/11 09:54
- 01/05/11 10:13
- 01/05/11 09:45
- 01/05/11 09:51

**Pathology**

**Genetic Screening**

**Diagnostics**

**Prenatal Education - Office**
- Add

**Birth Plan**
- Add

**Social History - Office**
- (1)

**Past Medical History - Office**
- (1)

**Procedure History - Office**
- (1)
If there are no active pregnancies for this patient, this screen will be seen.
To see fetal monitoring, click in the box next to the session you wish to view and then click ‘Show’
When you are done viewing the fetal monitoring strips, sign out using the Sign Out button at the top of the page.

- FetaLink does not automatically log you out after a period of inactivity.
- Signing out of FetaLink does not sign you out of PowerChart.
Biomed takes care of the fetal monitors

The issue of FetaLink not logging out after being inactive has been “fully discussed” with Data Security – as of 3/31, there are no plans to change this

There is no way to know if the bedside alarm has been silenced from anywhere else

FetaLink requires you to have signed in to make annotations, so as to identify the user making the annotations
Physicians cannot access FetaLink from their mobile devices (such as phones/iPads) at this time